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Abstract 
This paper presents amethod for classifying a large and mixed set of uncharacterized sequences 
provided by genome projects. As the measure of sequence similarity, we use similarity score 
computed by a method based on the dynamic programming (DP), such as the Smith-Waterman 
local alignment algorithm. Although comparison by DP based method is very sensitive, when 
given sequences include a family of sequences that are much diverged in evolutionary process, 
similarity among some of them may be hidden behind spurious similarity of some unrelated 
sequences. Also the distance derived from the similarity score may not be metric (i.e., triangle 
inequality may not hold) when some sequences have multi-domain structure. To cope with these 
problems, we introduce a new graph structure called p-quasi complete graph for describing a 
family of sequences with a confidence measure. We prove that a restricted version of the p- 
quasi complete graph problem (given a positive integer k, whether a graph contains a 0.5-quasi 
complete subgraph of which size >k or not) is NP-complete. Thus we present an approximation 
algorithm for classifying a set of sequences using p-quasi complete subgraphs. The effectiveness 
of our method is demonstrated by the result of classifying over 4000 protein sequences on the 
Escherichiu coli genome that was completely determined recently. @ 1999-Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Protein sequence classification; Graph covering; Clique problem 
1. Introduction 
As the result of genome projects, a large number of molecular sequences have been 
available to scientific research community. Especially in some organisms (mainly bac- 
teria), their complete genomic sequences are available. On those genomes, potential 
coding regions (i.e., genes) are extracted with the aid of several computer programs 
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(mainly based on statistical methods with biological constraints, such as GeneMark 
[7]). Then protein sequences are obtained by translating DNA sequences in these re- 
gions. It is recognized as one of the most important issues to classify those whole set 
of protein sequences on some genome. 
We consider the classification of whole-genome protein sequences has three principal 
aspects [16]. 
Sequence conservation. Even in a genome, many duplications of genes in evolution- 
ary process have resulted in some groups of protein sequences that indicate full-length 
similarity or share partial regions similar to one another. The analysis on the sequence 
conservation among whole-genome sequences gives fundamental understanding on evo- 
lutionary process. 
Functional prediction. Many of the functions of protein sequences have not deter- 
mined yet since they have not analyzed by biological experiment nor they do not have 
significant similarity to other protein sequences whose functions are already known. If 
every protein sequence is classified into groups of sequences described above, one may 
suggest the functions of uncharacterized protein sequences by similarity to function- 
known protein sequences. 
Relationship between families and functions. The number of families of whole- 
genome protein sequences may reflect the number of functions expressed on the 
genome. Thus one might expect that the relationship between the families and the 
functions reveals important aspects of the cell physiology and evolution. 
Methods for classifying protein sequences are basically categorized into two groups. 
Similarity-based class$cation. This approach classifies sequences with their pairwise 
similarities. It is widely used for numerical data analysis [lo, 121. Also, for exploring 
the similarity among protein sequences, various sequence comparison methods have 
been available [18,22,21,2]. 
However, it is rather difficult to classify a large number of protein sequences by 
existing similarity-based classification methods since, in some sequence families, each 
member is connected by a chain of regional similarities but some of them share no 
apparent similarity [27]. This is because there exist multidomain proteins of which 
some region has similarity to a sequence family but another region has similarity to 
another family (and more regions to more families) and any two of these families 
share no apparent similarity. 
Pattern-based classijcation. This approach detects commonly shared patterns (so- 
called motifs or signatures) among protein sequences and then classifying the sequences 
by judging which pattern they have. It does not have the problem on multidomain 
proteins. It piles up the regional similarities among protein sequences into statistically 
significant character-patterns and then classify the sequences with their patterns into 
groups, which are not necessarily disjoint sets [24,26]. Thus multidomain proteins can 
be classified into two or more different groups simultaneously. However, since the 
length of the patterns and the degree of their conservation vary depending on sequence 
groups, it is difficult to detect the sufficient number of patterns and to evaluate their 
statistical significance for classifying protein sequences. 
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For this reason, current implementations of this approach usually limit the initial 
stage of pattern detection to fixed-length ungapped sequence comparison [24,26]. This 
limitation may reduce sensitivity of pattern detection and some distantly related se- 
quences may not be classified in a group. 
To cope with these issues, we propose a method for classifying whole-genome protein 
sequences on the basis of the similarity-based approach. The goal of our method is to 
classify protein sequences even if (1) they include some multidomain proteins and (2) 
some of them are much distantly related to each other. 
We formulate this problem as a graph covering problem by connected subgraphs 
where vertices and edges of the graph denote protein sequences and similarity more than 
a given threshold value between those sequences, respectively. For classifying protein 
sequences including multidomain proteins, our method classifies them into covers of 
the graph rather than its partitions. Those multidomain protein sequences are involved 
in two or more covers (i.e., sequence families) simultaneously. 
Also our method allows users to specify the connectivity ratio p E (0, l] of vertices 
for each cover. The value of p represents the degree of closeness to a complete graph. 
Given ratio p, every vertex is adjacent, via some edge, to at least p-fraction of other 
vertices for each cover. For distantly related proteins, one can set p to a small number 
so that their sequences are classified into a group. 
A similar approach to classifying protein sequences is proposed [27]. This method 
provides a bird’s_eye view of similarity relationships between large numbers of pro- 
teins with the aid of single-linkage clustering and graphical/numerical representation; 
whereas, our method does not intend to do single-linkage clustering but explores groups 
of sequences tightly related to each other with sequence similarity. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Sequence similarity 
The followings are some definitions to formulate the sequence classification 
problem [28]. 
Definition 2.1 (Protein sequence). A protein sequence P = p1 p2 . . . p,, is a sequence 
such that each pi ( 1 < i <n) is a character over an amino acid alphabet C = {A, C, D, E, 
F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y}. 
In the following definitions, P = p1 p2 . . . p,, and Q = qlq2 . . . q,,, &note ~0 protein 
sequences of length n and m, respectively. 
Definition 2.2 (Global similarity). Let S(P, Q) be the global similarity of P and Q, 
and let Si,j be S( p1 p2 . . . pi, qlq2 . . . qj)e Then S(P, Q) can be computed by solving 
the following recurrence formulae. 
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SO,0 = 0, Si,O = -g(i)3 SO,j = - S(j)9 
Si,j= max maxl~kdj{&,j--k -g(k)}, ) 
i 
&-l,j-1 + O(Pi94j), 
ma1 <lgi{&-Z,j - g(l)17 I 
where o(pi,qj) is similarity measure on the alphabet C and g(k) is the penalty for k 
null elements preceding the position. 
Definition 2.3 (Local similarity). The local similarity of P and Q is 
H(P,Q>=max{O,S(pipi+l...pj,qkqk+l...ql): lGi<j<n,l<k<l<m}. 
The global and local similarities correspond to the similarity scores of global align- 
ment by the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [18] and local alignment by the Smith- 
Waterman algorithm [22]. Both algorithms are based on the dynamic programming 
(hereafter, DP) method [5] and the running times of both algorithms are O(nm). 
We took local similarity as the measure of similarity between protein sequences 
since it is useful for revealing regional similarities among the partial fragments of 
the sequences. Hereafter, we refer to the local similarity as just “similarity” unless a 
specific annotation is provided. 
2.2. Distance and multidomain structure 
In general, if similarity of two data is defined, distance between them may be formu- 
lated from the similarity. According to a review [25], given a set of protein sequences, 
distance between any two sequences P and Q can be formulated using the similarity 
of P and Q as follows: 
D(P, Q) = - m &(P, Q>, (1) 
where D(P, Q), In and S,(P, Q) denote the distance between P and Q, the natural og- 
arithm and the normahzed similarity between P and Q, respectively. Here S,(P, Q) is a 
similarity such that 0 < S,,(P, Q) < 1 for any protein sequences P and Q and S,(P, Q) = 1 
if and only if P = Q. 
,S,(P,Q) can be approximated by the following formula: 
(2) 
where H(P,Q), L and IV denote the similarity of P and Q, the length of the local 
alignment of P and Q and a normalization parameter, espectively. 
The normalization parameter W is calculated as a score when two identical amino 
acid residues are matched with each other. The value of W depends on the distribution 
of residues in the local alignment of P and Q and the scoring matrix between amino 
acid residues (such as PAM [9], BLOSUM [13], etc.). 
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Fig. 1. An example of multidomain structure of protein sequences in Escherichia coli and the relationship 
between their similarities and distances. (a) Multi-domain structure among protein sequences. (b) Similarities 
and distances among protein sequences. 
Using the distance defined above, one may classify protein sequences by some 
distance-based clustering method [12], such as UPGMA (the unweighted pair-group 
method with arithmetic mean) [23]. In some cases, however, D(P, Q) defined above 
may not be metric due to multidomain structure. 
Fig. 1 shows an example of multidomain structure among protein sequences of Ada 
(transcription regulator of adaptative response), RhaS (L-rhamnose operon regulator) 
and Ogt (6-0-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase nzyme) in Escherichiu coli. Ac- 
cording to the annotation in the SWISS-PROT protein sequence database [3], Ada is 
a bifunctional protein whose amino-terminal part functions as a transcription activator 
and carboxyl-terminal part functions as a methyltransferase. RhaS and Ogt function 
as a transcription activator and as a methyltransferase, respectively. The multidomain 
structure among these proteins reflects the biiknctionality of Ada. 
In Fig. 1, the similarities among these proteins are calculated by the SSEARCH 
program [20], an implementation of the Smith-Waterman algorithm [22] with the 
BLOSUM 50 score matrix [13] for computing c(pi,qj) in Definition 2.2. 
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In this example, the triangle inequality: 
D(P, Q) < D(P,R) + D(R, Q), for all P, Q, R. (3) 
does not hold since D(RhaS, Ogt) > D(RhaS, Ada) + D(Ada, Ogt). 
For classifying these proteins by the distance-based clustering methods, it is necessary 
to divide the Ada protein sequence into two subsequences (the transcription activator 
domain and the methyltransferase domain) and to regard these subsequences as two 
different protein sequences before the classification. 
However, as described on pattern-based approach in Section 1, it is difficult to detect 
multidomain structure for classifying whole-genome protein sequences. Thus we took 
an extension of the linkage clustering method rather than distance-based clustering 
methods. 
2.3. Single-linkage clustering 
Another possible approach for classifying protein sequences is the single-linkage 
clustering method as described below. This method has been widely used for sequence 
classification since it does not require metric among protein sequences [27,16]. 
Definition 2.4 (Linkage graph). Given a set of protein sequences Seq and a cutoff 
threshold c for similarity, a linkage graph Gl = (V, E) is a simple graph such that each 
vertex u (E V) represents a protein sequence (i.e., IV1 = ISeql) and there exists an edge 
e = {up, a~} (e E E, up, VQ E V) if H(P, Q) >c in any two of protein sequences P and 
Q (P, Q E Seq) and vp and vQ represent P and Q, respectively. 
Using the linkage graph, the single-linkage clustering method is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.5 (Single-linkage clustering). The single-linkage clustering of a set of 
protein sequences Seq is to divide Seq into Gi, G2, .. . , G, such that each Gi (1 <i <n) 
is any of maximal connected subgraphs (a transitive closure of sequence similarities 
>c) or an isolated vertex with no incident edge in the linkage graph of Seq. 
As an example of classification of protein sequences by this method, Fig. 2 shows 
similarities between every pair of the Ogt protein and transcription regulators that 
belong to the AraC family [4] in Escherichia coli (hypothetical proteins are omitted). 
These similarities are computed by the SSEARCH program with the BLOSUM 50 
score matrix. 
If one set the cutoff threshold c < 134, all the AraC family proteins are classified 
into a cluster by the single-linkage clustering method (see Fig. 3 (a)). Otherwise, the 
Ada protein is not linked to any other AraC family protein. However, in this cutoff 
threshold, the Ogt protein that is not a transcription regulator is also classified into the 
same group as the AraC family proteins. 
Similarities between Ogt and the AraC family proteins (except Ada), ranging from 
31 to 57, should be regarded as spurious similarities between two different families. It 














Ogt Ada AraC Rob AppY EnvY MarA CelD RhaS RhaR SoxS AdiY MelR XylR 
--- 333 48 33 35 34 31 57 35 38 36 39 41 38 
333 --- 129 111 41 52 106 74 134 109 76 53 115 87 
48 129 --- 141 132 115 118 133 174 216 143 106 143 161 
33 111 141 --- 68 53 345 122 155 137 402 62 143 148 
35 41 132 68 --- 292 110 141 108 164 72 311 120 171 
34 52 115 53 292 --- 90 141 138 113 82 978 121 155 
31 106 118 345 110 90 --- 111 148 143 307 89 154 146 
57 74 133 122 141 141 111 --- 208 165 132 124 157 108 
35 134 174 155 108 138 148 208 --- 580 192 120 185 180 
38 109 216 137 164 113 143 165 580 --- 167 111 202 163 
36 76 143 402 72 82 307 132 192 167 --- 88 157 149 
39 53 106 62 311 978 89 124 120 111 88 --- 132 142 
41 115 143 143 120 121 154 157 185 202 157 132 --- 144 
38 87 161 148 171 155 146 108 180 163 149 142 144 --- 
Fig. 2. Local similarities of every pair of the Ogt protein (a methyltransferase enzyme) and the AraC family 
proteins (transcription regulators) in Escherichia coli. 
is necessary to set the cutoff threshold c to be higher than any of these values (say, 
c = 58). 
Fig. 3(b) shows a linkage graph of these proteins with the cutoff c = 58. As shown in 
this linkage graph, every AraC family protein tightly related to each other, but the Ogt 
protein is not related to the others except Ada. Moreover, the linkage graph among the 
AraC family proteins is an almost complete graph, that is, there exist edges between 
a pair of every two proteins except edges {Ada,AppY}, {Ada,EnvY}, {Ada,AdiY} 
and {Rob,EnvY}. Thus a family of proteins can be classified to a group by checking 
whether or not the linkage graph among them is nearly complete graph, even if some 
of them have multidomain structure to another family of proteins. 
If one set the cutoff threshold c to be 6 41 (say, 41), one can make the linkage 
graph of the AraC family proteins be a complete graph. In this case, one might trans- 
form the classification problem of protein sequences into a problem to search for a 
maximal clique in the linkage graph of the sequences (so-called, the complete-linkage 
clustering method). However, such a low cutoff may draw pseudo edges between un- 
related proteins (e.g., Ogt and AraC, Ogt and CelD, etc.) by spurious similarities and 
make some clusters supported by only pseudo edges. 
2.4. Quasi-complete clustering method 
As described in Section 2.3, one can classify protein sequences into families of 
proteins by finding maximal almost complete subgraphs in the linkage graph of those 
sequences. 
Moreover, it is necessary to classify the sequences into covers rather than partitions. 
Here, by a cover COi, we mean a subset of a set of protein sequences Seq such 
that Ui COi = Seq. While a partition PAi is also a subset of Seq such that not only 






Fig. 3. A linkage graph of the Ogt protein and the AraC family proteins from their pairwise local similarities 
with the cutoff c = 134 and c = 58. (a) A linkage graph with the cutoff c = 134. (b) A linkage graph with 
the cutoff c = 58. 
cjip~i = Seq but PAj nP& = 4 (an empty set) for any PAj,PAk(j # k). Sequences in 
cojnCOk##(j#k) are multidomain proteins, which are classified into more than 
one cover, CGj, CGk and sometimes more. 
In the linkage graph Gl = (V, E) of Seq, each cover COi is represented as a maximal 
almost complete subgraph in GI, which are defined as follows. 
Definition 2.6 (p-quasi complete graph). p-quasi complete graph QC = (V, E) is a 
graph such that deg(u) > [p(l VI - 1 )I , for all u E V, where &g(v), p and 1 VI denote 
the degree of a vertex u, connectivity ratio of QC (0 < p < 1) and the number of all 
vertices in V, respectively. 
Clearly a l-quasi complete graph (p-quasi complete graph such that p = 1) is a 
complete graph. Thus the connectivity ratio p means how close to a complete graph. 
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Fig. 4. An example of p-quasi complete graph (p=O.5, IV1 = 8 
>[0.5.(8-1)1=4). 
and the degree of every vertex 
Our goal is to search for the minimum number of the covers of given protein se- 
quences such that each cover is represented as a maximal p-quasi complete subgraph 
(or an isolated vertex) in the linkage graph of the protein sequences. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of p-quasi complete graph such that p = 0.5 and 1 VI = 8. 
Compared to the single-linkage clustering and the complete-linkage clustering meth- 
ods, the criteria for classifying protein sequences is summarized as follows. Given a 
protein sequence P, a cutoff threshold c and a group of protein sequences G that are 
already classified into the same group, P is classified into G if the following condition 
holds. 
_ any one sequence g E G has similarity ( >c) to P in the single-linkage clustering 
method (i.e., supported by any one member of the group). 
_ all sequences gt,g2,...,gm E G(m= ICI) h as similarity ( >c) to P in the complete- 
linkage clustering method (i.e., supported by all members of the group). 
_ sequences in the set G U {P} has similarity ( > c) to each other of which number is at 
least [p(m’- l)] where p is a connectivity ratio (O< p< 1) and m’ = IGU{P}I (i.e., 
supported by some portion of members of the group, especially majority consensus 
if p=O.5). 
A number of methods on graph decomposition based on the connectivity among 
vertices have been presented. For example, Kortsarz and Peleg concerns the dense 
subgraph problem, which is the problem of finding the densest subgraph of size k with 
the maximum number of edges in a given graph [17]. On the other hand, our approach 
does not intend to find the densest subgraph but focuses on finding subgraphs such 
that each vertex of subgraphs is adjacent to at least a certain ratio of the other vertices 
of the subgraph. 
3. Complexity for finding pquasi complete subgraphs 
In this section, we analyze the computational cost to find a p-quasi complete sub- 
graph in a given graph. Before the analysis, we define some problems. The following 
discussion is based on the work by Garey and Johnson [ 111. 
Definition 3.1 ( CLZQ UE ). 
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Fig. 5. An example of transformation from an instance of the CLIQUE problem to the corresponding instance 
of the 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem. 
INSTANCE: A graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k < 1 VI. 
QUESTION: Does G contain a clique of size k or more, that is, a subset V’ C V 
such that 1 V’ 13 k and every two vertices in V’ are joined by an edge in E? 
A clique can be regarded as a special case of p-quasi complete subgraph such that 
p = 1. It is well known that the CLIQUE problem is NP-complete [ 151. We examined 
the problem with another p ( = 0.5) as follows. 
Definition 3.2 (OS-QUASZ COMPLETE SUBGRAPH). 
INSTANCE: A graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k d 1 VI. 
QUESTION: Does G contain a 0.5quasi complete subgraph of size k or more, that 
is, a subset V’ C V such that 1 V’I > k and the degree of every vertex in V’ is at least 
ro.5 .(/VI - l)l? 
Theorem 3.1. The 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. 
Step 1: Proof of NP. 
It is easy to see that the 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem belongs 
to NP since a nondeterministic algorithm need only guess a subset V’ & V and check 
in polynomial time whether 1 V’I > k and the degree of every vertex in V’ is at least 
ro.5. (IV’/ - l)]. 
Step 2: Constructing a transformation from the CLIQUE problem to the 0.5-QUASI 
COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem. 
We transform the CLIQUE problem to the 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH 
problem. Let Gi = (VI, El ) and kl be any instance of the CLIQUE problem. By the 
following transformation, the instance of the CLIQUE problem can be transformed 
to an instance (a graph GZ = (V&E2) and a positive integer k2) of the 0.5-QUASI 
COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem (see Fig. 5). 
Transformation 3.1. (CLIQUE to 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH). 
(i) Double every vertex vi E VI to two vertices (say, ai, bi E Vz). Let A and B be a 
set of ai and a set of bi, respectively. Here IAl = IBI = I VI I and I V2( = IAl + IBI = 21 VI I. 
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(ii) Let e(vi,Vj) denote an edge E El between two vertices vi,vj E VI. Double 
every edge e(vi, vi) E El to two edges e(ai, aj), e(bi, bj) E E2. Also construct edges 
e(ai,bi) (1 <i<lV$?). 
(iii) Set k2 is 2kl. 
This transformation can be carried out in polynomial time. 
Step 3: Checking problem instances. 
Then we shall prove that the CLIQUE problem (one of the known NP-complete 
problems) has a yes-instance if and only if the transformed OS-QUASI COMPLETE 
SUBGRAPH problem has a yes-instance. 
Case 1. An instance of the CLIQUE problem (a graph (VI, El) and a positive 
integer kl) is a yes-instance. 
In this case, there exists a clique (Vi, Ei ) of size 2 kl (for example, Vi = { ~2, ~3, vq} 
and Ei = {e(vz,vg), e(v3,v4), e(v2,v4)} in Fig. 5). 
According to Transformation 3.1, we transform (VI, El ) to ( V2, E2) and kl to k2. By 
this transformation, we obtain a subgraph (Vi, E;) G (V2, E2) corresponding to (Vi, E{ ) 
(e.g. Vi = {a2,a3,a4,bz9b3,b4) and Ei = {e(a2,a3), e(a3,a4), e(az,ab), e(bz,b3), 
e(b3,b4), e(bz,b4), e(az,b& e(a3,b3), e(a4,bd)) in Fig. 5). 
Since the degree of any vertex v E V. is always the degree of any vertex in clique 
Vi plus 1 (for edge e(ai, bi)), 
Also I V,'l = 21 V[l> 2kl = k2. Thus the subgraph (Vi,Ei) is a 0.5-quasi complete graph 
of size 2 k2. Hence the transformed 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem has 
a yes-instance. 
Case 2. An instance of the 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem 
(a graph (Vz, E2) and a positive integer kz), which is transformed from an instance 
of the CLIQUE problem, is a yes-instance. 
In this case, there exists a 0.5-quasi complete subgraph (l$‘, Ei) of size 2 k2 ( [I fi l/2] + 
1 < k2 < I V2 I). By Transformation 3.1, I VZ I can be divided into two subsets A and B 
such that V2 = A U B, A f~ B = 4 and IAl = IBI where 4 denotes an empty set. Thus 
JAI = IB] = IQl/2. S ince IV’41 > [IV21/2] + 1 = IAl + 1 = IBI + 1, Vi has at least one 
vertex from both A and B. Thus V2/ can be formulated as follows: 
Vi=A’UB’ such that A’&A, IA’j>l,B’CB, IB’l>l, [A’( + lB’l=IV,ll. 
Since (Vi, Ei) is a 0.5-quasi complete graph, for every vertex ai E A’, 
deg(ai)>, 10.5. (Iv,‘1 - l)] = rO.5 * (/A’[ + IB’I - l)] . (4) 
Also for any vertex ai E A’, let IEAt( be the number of edges between ai and 
aj E A’ (i #j) and IE~t(ai)( be the number of edges between ai and any vertex E B’. 
Then the following relationship holds by Transformation 3.1: 
deg(ai) = IEAt(ai)l + IEw(ai>l such that IEAr( < IA’1 - 1, lEB,(ai)l< 1, (5) 
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From Eq. (5), 
If we assume iA’1 < IB’I, deg(ai)> 10.5. (21A’I - l)] = IA’I. But this contradicts 
Eq. (6). Similarly IA’1 > IB’I cannot hold. Thus, 
IA’1 = IB’I = IV,‘l/2. (7) 
From Eqs. (4) and (7), 
deg(ai)B rO.5 . (2lA’l - I>1 = IA’I. (8) 
Eqs. (5), (6) and (8) conclude lEAf( = IA’1 - 1, which means A’ is a clique 
of which size is I Vi l/2 2 k2/2 = kl . Thus there exists a clique V[( 2 Vi ) of size > kl 
corresponding to A’ by Transformation 3.1. 
Thus the instance of the CLIQUE problem, which is corresponding to the instance 
of the transformed 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem, is a yes- 
instance. 0 
By Theorem 3.1, the 0.5-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem is NP-complete. 
The l-QUASI COMPLETE SUBGRAPH problem is identical to the CLIQUE problem 
that is also NP-complete. Although it is not proved whether the p-QUASI COMPLETE 
SUBGRAPH problem of 0.5 < p < 1 is NP-complete or not, we infer this problem is 
NP-complete. Thus, for classifying protein sequences with the quasi-complete clustering 
method described in Section 2.4, we need to develop some approximation algorithm. 
4. Approximation algorithm 
4.1. Description of the approximation algorithm 
We developed an approximation algorithm in which we relax the two conditions 
on the classification problem described in Section 2.4; (1) the solution is to be the 
minimum number of covers of given protein sequences and (2) each cover is to be a 
maximal p-quasi complete subgraph in the linkage graph of the sequences. 
Our algorithm is a kind of greedy algorithm that constructs covers; (a) starting from 
the initial groups so that each group has only one sequence and (b) growing up the 
size of each group by a stepwise addition of a sequence selected from outside of the 
group in the order of similarity scores until no additions yield a p-quasi complete 
graph. 
Notation 4.1. Given a set of protein sequences Seq, a connectivity ratio p (O<p< 1) 
and a protein sequence P that does not belong to Seq, &,,.,(Seq,P, p) denotes the 
[p . i&q/j -th similarity score when similarities of P and every sequence E Seq are 
sorted in their descending order. 
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Notation 4.2. Given a set of protein sequences Seq and a connectivity ratio p (0~ 
P d I), &&%, P> denotes miw E seq&#eg - {f’},E PI. 
The detail of our approximation algorithm is as described below. For the description 
of the algorithm, we use a notation based on [8]; indentation indicates block structure, 




SEQ[ i] (1 <i<n): given protein sequences Seq where IZ = ISeql, 
c: a cutoff threshold, 
p: a connectivity ratio. 
OUTPUT 
NumCovs (16 NumCovs <n): the number of p-quasi complete subgraphs 
that covers every sequence SEQ[ i] (1 <i < n) 
CO[j] (1 <jdNumCovs): the list of p-quasi complete subgraphs that 
covers every sequence SEQ[ i] (1 <i <n) 
WORKING AREAS 
SC[ iJ] (1 < i, j <n): similarity scores of every pair SEQ[ i] and SEQ[ j], 
SL[ i] (1 d i <n): a sorted list of similarity scores for each sequence 
SEQ[ i] against all the other sequences SEQ[ j] (1 <j d n, j # i) in the 
descending order of their similarity scores, 
SLseqs[ i] (1 d i <n): a sorted list of sequences in the order of SL[ i], 
QC[ i] (1 <i Q n): a set of sequences that represents a p-quasi complete 
graph constructed from the initial graph of SEQ[i], 
TP[i] (1 < i<20): the top 20 of sequences in the descending order of 
S,,,t(QC[jl,SEQ[kl,p) forSOme j and k, 
Covd[ i] (1 <i <n): boolean arrays that denote whether a protein sequence 
SEQ[i] is covered by at least one p-quasi complete graph or not, 
UncovdSeqs[ i] (1 <i < n): a set of uncovered sequences SEQ[ j] E QC[ i] 
that Covd[ j] = false. 
Step 1. (Computing all pairwise similarities) 
(1) for i=l to n 
(2) doforj-1 ton 
(3) do compute H(SEQ[ i],SEQ[ j]) and set it to SC[ i, j] 
Step 2. (Construct sorted lists) 
(1) for i=l to n 
(2) do sort SC[ i, j] for all j (1 < j<n, j # i) in the descending order 
and set the sorted list to SL[i] and SLseqs[ i]. 
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Step 3. (Construct p-quasi complete subgraphs) 












do QC[ i] t { SEQ[ i] } 
NumQCseqs t 1 
while(NumQCseqs <n) 
do foreach SEQ[j] not in QC[i] 
do compute &,,(QC[ i],SEQ[j],p) using SL[j] and SLseqs[j] 
and obtain the top 20 of SEQ[j] in the descending order 
of Ssoti(QC[il,SEQ[jl,p) as TP[Rl (1 <k<20) 
for k=l to 20 
do compute &,(QC[ i] U TP[k],p) and set 
the maximum score of them to ScoMax and 
set the sequence that has the maximum 
to SeqMax. 
if ScoMax 2c 
then QC[ i] c QC[ i] U { SeqMax } 
NumQCseqs c NumQCseqs+ 1 
else got0 Step 4. 
Step 4. (Covering all sequences by p-quasi complete subgraphs) 
(1) mc0 
(2) for i=l ton 
(3) do Covd[ i] c false 
(4) NumCovs + 0 
(5) do MaxNumUncovd +- 0 
(6) for i= 1 to n 
(7) do compute UncovdSeqs[ i] 
(8) NumUncovd t the number of sequences in UncovdSeqs[ i] 
(9) if MaxNumUncovd < NumUncovd 
(10) then MaxNumUncovd +- NumUncovd 
(11) MaxQC +- i 
( 12) if MaxNumUncovd > 0 
(13) then NumCovs c NumCovs + 1 
(14) CO[NumCovs] t MaxQC 
(15) foreach j E QC[MaxQC] 
(16) do Covd[j] t true 
( 17) while MaxNumUncovd > 0 
(18) output QC[ i] such that i E CO[fJ for all j (1 <j < NumCovs) 
4.2. Explanation of the algorithm 
As described in Step 3, in this algorithm, we intend to search for the most neighbor 
set of sequences first as the initial group and gradually extend its boundary as many 
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hierarchical clustering methods do [ 12, lo]. If the number of sequences for each family 
is much smaller than the total number of sequences and the distribution of similarities 
among the families of sequences highly deviates from the random distribution, this 
approach can quickly detect a group of sequences that are tightly coupled by similarity. 
However, the search for a new sequence to be added into a subgraph in Step 3 
may not obtain the sequence that has the maximum similarity since the procedure at 
line (6) restrict the candidates to only the top 20 of a local search for reducing time 
complexity. 
Also, even though it is guaranteed that the result of the algorithm is a set of cov- 
ers that are p-quasi complete subgraphs, each group is not always a maximal p- 
quasi complete subgraph since the sequence addition into a cover is restricted to one- 
by-one. 
For example, for given sequence data described as (V2, E2) in Fig. 5 and connectivity 
ratio p=O.5, our algorithm can construct two covers {a2,us,u4} and {bz, b3,bd) but 
cannot combine them into (a2, a3, ad, b2, b3, b4) since the addition of any one sequence 
to either of the two subgraphs does not yield any 0.5-quasi complete subgraph. 
The worst-case running time for each step of the algorithm as the function of 
n = [Seql is O(n2) in Step 1, O(n2 log n) in Step 2, 0(n4) in Step 3 or 0(n3) in Step 4. 
These running time is calculated as follows. Step 1 has two nested loops whose num- 
bers of iterations are both O(n). Step 2 has one O(n) loop and the procedure in the 
loop is the sorting of O(n) numbers of data (O(nlogn) for one iteration). Thus the 
total running time is O(n2 logn). 
Step 3 is the most tough part in this algorithm. It has three nested loops whose 
numbers of iterations are O(n). In the most inner loop, the procedure at line (6) in 
Step 3 needs at most O(n) search in a pre-sorted list and that at line (8) also needs 
O(n) search (multiplied by 20) by keeping the result Sm,(QC[ i], p) in the previous 
iteration with a pointer to SL[I’]. Thus the total running time in Step 3 is at most 
0(n4). Step 4 consists of three nested loops whose numbers of iterations are O(n) and 
the procedure in the most inner loop (line (16)) only needs constant time. So, the total 
running time in Step 4 is O(n3). Hence, the total running time of our approximation 
algorithm is O(n4) in the worst case. 
The space complexity of the algorithm is 0(n2) for storing similarities between every 
pair of sequences and its sorted list. 
4.3. Improvement of the algorithm 
If given protein sequences include some identical or very similar sequences, the 
algorithm constructs the same p-quasi complete subgraphs repeatedly. To avoid these 
redundant computation, we introduce a concept of atomic group in the algorithm. 
Definition 4.1 (Atomic group). Given a set of protein sequences Seq with their pair- 
wise similarities H(Pi, Pj) for every two proteins Pi, Pj E Seq, an atomic group Atom of 
size k( >2) is a set of k sequences Al, A2 , . . . ,Ak E Seq such that, for every sequence 
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Ai E Atom, any other k - 1 sequences Aj(EAtom), j # i have the higher similarity 
H(Ai,Aj) >H(Ai,B) for any sequence B( E Seq) that is not in Atom. 
For example, given protein sequences with their pairwise similarities as shown in 
Fig. 2, atomic groups of size 2 are {Ogt, Ada}, {RhaR, RhaS}, etc. and atomic groups 
of size 3 are {Rob, SoxS,MarA} and {Envy, AdiY, AppY}. 
If atomic groups of given protein sequences are computed in advance, by setting 
these atomic groups to the initial sets for constructing p-quasi complete subgraphs, the 
redundant computation can be reduced. 
Another improvement is related to the space complexity of the algorithm. For ap- 
plying the algorithm to classification of all protein sequences on some completely 
determined genome, the major demerit of the algorithm is the space complexity that is 
proportional to the square of the number of sequences. For example, even in a bacterial 
genome, there exist several thousands of protein sequences (e.g., the Escherichia coli 
genome has more than 4000 protein sequences). Thus the algorithms requires several 
hundreds of megabytes memory space. Actually our implementation of the algorithm 
uses about 180 megabytes of memory space for 4000 sequences. 
To cope with this memory issue, we took a combining approach with the single- 
linkage clustering method described in Section 2.3. Although the single-linkage cluster- 
ing method requires the similarities for every pair of given sequences and the amount 
of the area is also proportional to the square of the number of sequences, the com- 
putation of the transitive closure on the linkage graph does not necessarily need the 
random access to the similarity scores. Thus by placing them on the secondary stor- 
age, the single-linkage clustering method only requires a linear space for assigning 
a cluster number to each sequence; repeatedly assigning the same number to the se- 
quences connected by edges, computing from the pairwise similarities placed on some 
disk. 
Compared to the quasi-complete clustering method, the single-linkage clustering 
method only overestimates the size of clusters due to spurious similarities or mul- 
tidomain structures. Since it is guaranteed that there exist no similarity more than the 
cutoff threshold between every two sequences of any different clusters classified by 
the single-linkage clustering method, the method can be used as a preprocess of the 
quasi-complete clustering method to divide the problem space. 
The running time of the single-linkage clustering algorithm is 0(n3) for n sequences 
by an algorithm to construct transitive closures on the linkage graph. 
5. Experiment results 
As the application of our algorithm presented in Section 4, we classified all protein 
sequences of the Escherichia coli genome that was determined recently. We used a total 
of 4586 protein sequences (more exactly, potential coding regions predicted by some 
computational methods) determined by the Japanese sequencing project [ 1,14,19,29]. 
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The distribution of amino acid residue lengths range from 28 to 2367 and the average 
length of sequences is 296.9. 
We classified these protein sequences by the following steps: 
(a) Compute similarities for every pair of given sequences. 
(b) Classify the sequences into clusters by the single-linkage clustering method. 
(c) Classify sequences for each cluster by the quasi-complete linkage method 
(Step 2-4 of the algorithm described in Section 4.1.) 
For reducing the computational cost in (a), we used a fast approximation of the 
Smith-Waterman algorithm, a diagonal search with k-tuple words by the FASTA pro- 
gram with k= 2 [21]. The execution time for steps (a) and (b) was 12272 and 73 s, 
respectively (the cutoff threshold c is set to 100). For (c), we examined classification 
with two values of connectivity ratio, p = 0.4 and p = 0.8, and the cutoff threshold 
is the same as (b) (i.e., c = 100). The execution time for step (c) with p = 0.4 and 
p = 0.8 was very apart (4712 and 2865 s, respectively). These time was measured on 
DEC AlphaStation 5/600 (CPU Alpha 21164, Clock 333 MHz). 
The single-linkage clustering method classified the 4586 sequences into 1737 clusters. 
The number of sequences for each cluster varied from 1 (1488 clusters) to 2271 
(1 cluster). The number of sequences in the largest cluster, 2271 sequences, constructed 
by the single-linkage clustering is too large to be regarded as a single family of proteins. 
For subgrouping of the largest cluster, the quasi-complete linkage clustering method 
examined the number of atomic groups described in Section 4.3 and extracted 163 
atomic groups of size 3 and 381 atomic groups of size 2 (only the groups of size 2 and 
size 3 were examined). Thus the quasi-complete linkage method could reduce the 2271 
sequences to 1564 initial groups (2271 - 163 x 2 - 381) by using the atomic groups. 
Note that the number of atomic groups does not depend on the value of connectivity 
ratio p. Then the method divided this cluster into 714 subgroups (p = 0.4) or 922 
subgroups (p = 0.8). 
We repeatedly applied of the quasi-complete clustering to the other single-linkage 
clusters in which the number of sequences 24. Finally the quasi-complete linkage 
clustering method classified 1737 clusters into a total of 2507 groups (p = 0.4) or 
2747 groups (p = 0.8). The number of sequences for each group varied from 1 (1488 
groups) to 77 (1 group, p= 0.4) or 75 (1 group, p = 0.8). 
As the reason why the single-linkage clustering method constructs such a large 
cluster, we consider two aspects. One is that there exist several spurious similarities 
among unrelated proteins by chance. These similarities connect two or more indepen- 
dent clusters into one. The other is that there exist several multidomain proteins in the 
Escherichiu coli genome. For example, Fig. 6 shows an example of a subset of the 
largest cluster constructed by the single-linkage clustering method (hypothetical and 
potential protein sequences are omitted in this figure). The linkage graph of the cluster 
is represented by the adjacent matrix with the cutoff threshold c = 100. The element of 
the matrix is 1 if the pair of sequences have similarity > 100, and otherwise 0. 
As shown in Fig. 6, these proteins are considered to classify into at least two 
groups. Also, the XylR protein is considered to have another multidomain structure. 
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Fig. 6. Adjacent matrix representation f the linkage graph of a single-linkage cluster of protein sequences 
in Escherichia coli. 
So, the single-linkage clustering method cannot divide these into two or more sub- 
groups. 
While the quasi-complete linkage clustering with p = 0.4 successfully classified these 
sequences into four subgroups (A, methyltransferase enzymes; B, AraC family regu- 
lators; C, LacI family regulators and D, sugar binding proteins) as shown in Fig. 6. 
Also the quasi-complete linkage clustering with p = 0.8 classifies these sequences into 
eight subgroups (1 subgroup for A, 3 subgroups for B, 4 subgroups overlapping be- 
tween C and D). Thus this clustering with p = 0.8 divides A and B, and divides 
B and C. 
In other groups classified by our method, an intersting result was explored. A 
study on the tertiary structure analysis of DnaK/Hsp70 homologues reports that DnaK, 
HscA, MreB and FtsA proteins in Escherichia coli share five structural motifs [6]. 
But previsous computational methods for classifying genome scale protein sequences 
[24,26] can classify only three of them (DnaK, HscA and MreB) into a group. 
On the other hand, our method (c = 100, p = 0.4) successfully classified all the four 
proteins into the same group. The adjacent matrix of those sequences is as shown 
in Fig. 7. 
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DnaK FtsA HscA MreB 
DnaK 1 0 1 1 
FtsA 0 1 1 1 
HscA 1 1 1 1 
MreB 1 1 1 1 
Fig. 7. Adjacent matrix representation of the linkage graph of DnaK homologue protein sequences in 
Escherichia coli. 
We are now preparing to report the analysis result of Escherichia coli protein se- 
quences. 
6. Conclusion 
For the classification of sequences, two problems exist; (1) it is difficult to detect 
similarity of some distantly related proteins by accumulated mutations in evolutionary 
process, (2) some unrelated proteins are joined by spurious similarity by chance or 
multidomain structure of multifunctional proteins. 
To cope with these issues, we have developed a method for classifying a large 
number of uncharacterized protein sequences using a graph structure named p-quasi 
complete graph. Since our method performs some kind of majority consensus, some 
missing or spurious similarities may be detected by analyzing every pair of a large 
number of sequences provided by genome projects. 
The method for setting the cutoff threshold and the connectivity ratio in our algo- 
rithm, both of them are now empirically determined, remains our future work. Also 
further improvement of the algorithm for less time and space complexity is necessary 
for the comparative analysis of the sequences among two of more genomes. 
Another direction of our method is to use our method for detecting candidates of 
multidomain proteins. Their independent homologous regions are separated so that more 
rigorous distance-based clustering methods can be carried out. We are now developing 
a tool for detecting and extracting homologous regions from the results of our linkage 
clustering method. 
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